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About This Game

Fight your way to the top in DragoDino, an epic adventure set in an ever changing world!

Meet Bob, a DragoDino, and guide him through the 10 levels of the Forest Kingdom in a quest to recover his lost egg stuck atop
a giant tree.

Explore and fight enemies to reach ever higher, collecting powers on your way up to help you in your quest. But be careful, the
guardians you'll meet won't let you through that easily.

Mix and match power ups, play as various DragoDinos, taking advantage of each one's abilities. Enjoy 2 difficulty modes, plus a
free mode to practice and improve. In solo or in co-op, rise to the challenge!

Key Features :

10 levels

2 difficulty modes : normal (3 lives & checkpoints) / hardcore (1 life, no checkpoint)

2 playable characters with 2 skins

40 power Ups
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50 enemies

3 bosses

a local co-op mode

a cartoon world

2 unlockable characters

Special Items revealing Story Content

original soundtrack
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Title: DragoDino
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
TealRocks Studio
Publisher:
Plug In Digital
Franchise:
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negitive
display dose not work its just black and fix now. Great game ! just sometimes crash ! save every step !. OMG DIS IZ DA BEST
GAME EVAR
No, not really..
IT'S CRAP!

It's so bad it's not even funny. I really regret buying this game and I haven't touched it in years.. I do not know how you guys can
sell this game, its bugged and i can't even get past the first level. 10 euro is ridiculous, at least I got it for free .... Might be a
good game but the intro was too long and boring too get through.. Very funny game and 100+ levels for a little price.
Graphics are a bit outdated, Musics are very good, Game-Play is fine.
Good one!. I'm not normally a fan of reflex games--they just stress me out--but this was fun. It's also insanely hard. The levels
are fun and unique, but expect to die. A lot.

I got this as part of a humble bundle and definitely killed some time on it. Still not a big reflex game fan, but if you are then it's
pretty fun.. Played it until I beat all the original maps on normal difficulty. Sometimes, I needed to google solutions to a map, as
many of them are basically solved. The enemies are all extremely unique. most are pretty straight forward, but one or two of
them are just plain painful to play against. An example is the Bobblehead, which is invulnerable to all attacks against it's body,
but super vulnerable on the head. All your turrets target the body, so it's your job to kill it, made harder by the fact that the head
constantly sways from side to side.

Overall, I give the game a 8/10. It's very fun, but can be a pain at times. I got 10 hours before I got bored.
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Bought it on 50% sale.

Doggo mount is really cute and well made. You also got 5 legendary set chests which gives you randomly selected unowned
legendary costume. 3500 gems you can either save for later (for event chests as example) or buy 7 more legendary chest.

In my opinion this is really worth it if you enjoy this game and dont mind to throw so money to cosmetics. If you try to get
specific legendary outfit use tokens instead.

I bought it mainly for doggo and everything else was extra.. I have had this game for years. New computer, Windows 10, error
says, game is running. It isn't and won't play.. Definitely enjoying the fast gameplay immensely and the simplicity of the
interface!!. if Battlefield and the worst fps in the world had a baby=Frontlines fuel of war. Crashes about once every five
minutes in combat areas.. One of my favorite VN games so far, like the variations of charachters in this game. And the
characther themself was fitting to the "goffy" style and humor that growes on you trought the game. I'm not sure if i would
recomend this game to other people, because this game kinda requres you to be into TG/gender bender to trully enjoy. And i'm
not sure if i know someone who would appriacte thos game as it is.

But if you into TG/Mtf/FtM/gender bender and such i believe this is a must play for you, hopefully you will find this game
charme as i did myself trought my hours of gameplay to this date and what still to come. This is so far my favorite "guilty"
plessure game to this date and i think there will be a long time intill something can top this experience afther playing trough
most of this game.

Just a heads up to all people who freak out do to a little form of nudity, there is a few sceens in this where you will see topless
girl/guys whit cartoon/drawing nippels. There is not that many if you look at the total amount of sceens in this game, but they
still appear in some story arcs.. We were playing duo and have completed 3 chapters within 3 HOURS. I died several times
ONLY because some toxic saliva or nasal goo was one-shotting me. We once emerged from a tunnel and mer hive tyrant with
all skills in cooldown. If you are playing this game alone, then you are playing in wrong. Same for playing at any but the highest
difficulty.
In my opinion, game requires a bit more agile enemies to make it kinda scary and something like glory kills (like in
SpaceMarine at least) to get more enjoyable gameplay. Technical issues I had - freezing for 10-15 seconds (3 times during 7
hours) and 2 network errors. Not a single time this thing crashed so far. Yes, it might look like boring crap, but only if you play
in unorthodox way, heretic. Singleplayer though... Well, yeah. Singleplayer is boring as hell. And better buy it with a discount,
30-40$ is overprice.. Simple, yet challenging. Addictive in an old school tetris kind of way. Definitely worth a couple bucks.
Just don't click the High Scores page as it insta-crashes to desktop.. Hip Hip, Zoombini!. I played this game a bit, i plan on
spending a whole bunch more time on it.
But it is a good game, i hope the Devs make more games.
They did a good job with this one.
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